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smart, compact and agile
The Robolinho 700E takes care of your lawn automatically and quietly. The robotic 
lawnmower is extremely easy to install. State of the art software and a user friendly 
display make programming of the Robolinho simple. Capable of mowing in all 
weather conditions, the specially developed motion technology ensures efficient 
lawn care for up to 700m² while easily managing slopes up to 45% (24°). Quiet, 
emission free operation is delivered by the 60 dBA quiet electric motor, which 
receives its energy from a powerful 20V 2.25Ah lithium-ion battery. As a result, 
the robotic lawnmower can be operated discreetly day or night. Thanks to these 
innovative technologies, not only will your lawn be reliably mowed, but you will also 
have plenty of free time to kick back and relax

ROBOLINHO 700E 127547

Motor Powered by 20V, 2.25Ah lithium-ion battery

Climbing Ability Max. 45% (24°)

Cutting Height 25mm - 55mm

Cutting Width 22cm

Mowing Area Max. 700m²

Run Time Up to 60 minutes

Charge Time Up to 60 minutes

Weight 9.1kg

Dimensions 400mm x 290mm x 600mm

Warranty 2 Year Warranty

The Robolinho® robotic lawnmower not only mows lawns completely 
independently and reliably, it also offers a highly dynamic design and whisper 
quiet operation. Developed by skilled engineers in Germany and precisely 
manufactured in Austria, this mower also gains points with impressive interior 
components. The compact design, powerful lithium-ion battery, tight turning 
circle and powerful drive motors are just a few of the features that ensure trouble 
free operation. For additional information and to see our handy installation video 
please visit the solo website.

The Robolinho 
alternates constantly 

between mowing 
and charging

Fully automatic 
mowing of 
lawns up to 

700m²

The boundary 
cable only needs to 
be laid around the 
mowing area once

Able to pass 
through gaps as 

small as 60cm

Robolinho 
lawnmowers 

detect obstacles 
and automatically 

avoids them

60 dBA quiet electric 
motor means that 

the Robolinho 700E 
can also be operated 

at night without 
disturbance to anyone

Compact design, 
powerful lithium-
ion battery, small 
turning circle and 

powerful drive

solo by AL-KO 
offers garden care 

products engineered 
in Germany. Every 
device is designed 

with the highest 
precision and using 

the latest technology

Rain sensor 
integrated in 
the keypad

Sleek base station 
with LED indicators 

displaying 
operating state

Soft front 
bumper for 

deck protection

Large rubber 
coated high grip 
tread rear wheels 
provide powerful 

traction and a 
good grip on the 

groundThe four blade 
mulching system 

reduces debris build up 
in the deck, providing 
a perfect cut and saves 

the trouble of disposing 
of grass clippings
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